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Invasive Group B streptococcus: multiloculated perinephric abscesses treated with percutaneous drainage
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ABSTRACT
Group B streptococcus infections (GBSI) are commonly associated with neonates and pregnant women, but may also affect nonpregnant adults. Among its spectrum of manifestations, perinephric abscess (PA) is exceedingly rare. Comorbid conditions such as diabetes mellitus (DM) and immunosuppression increase the risk of GBSI. We describe a 61-year-old Vietnamese man with compensated alcoholic cirrhosis, who presented with acute encephalopathy following subacute, progressive abdominal pain. He was afebrile and hemodynamically stable. Laboratory data were remarkable for leukocytosis, thrombocytopenia, azotemia, and pyuria. He was found to have two right-sided PA measuring 15 × 10 × 11 cm and 4.6 × 2.7 × 7.8 cm, requiring interval placement of multiple percutaneous drains. Culture from abscesses revealed beta-hemolytic Group B streptococcus (GBS). His course was complicated by contiguous spread to abdominal wall and paraspinal musculature, as well as a new diagnosis of type 2 DM. Along with drainage, a prolonged course of intravenous antimicrobial treatment led to abscess resolution. Given the rising number of unusual clinical presentations of GBSI, this bacteria should be considered as a part of the microbiological differential diagnosis of PA, especially in conditions leading to immunosuppression.

1. Introduction
Group B streptococcus (GBS) or *Streptococcus agalactiae* is a facultative, gram-positive bacteria that predominantly causes disease in neonates and pregnant women. The incidence among nonpregnant adults has been concernedly increasing over the past two decades, now resulting in more than 66% of cases of invasive Group B streptococcus infections (GBSI) [1]. The relative incidence has increased to 48% in adults less than 65 years of age and 20% in those above [2]. The reason for this increment has not yet been elucidated but the presence of chronic morbid conditions and increased age has been implicated [3].

The clinical spectrum of GBSI is broad and includes involvement of the skin and soft tissue, respiratory tract, bone and joints, cardiac and central nervous systems, and the urinary tract. Urinary tract disease comprises of 5–15% of cases, including acute cystitis, pyelonephritis, asymptomatic bacteriuria, and urosepsis [4,5]. However, only a few cases of GBS intra-abdominal abscesses have been published [3,6–12].

2. Case report
A 62-year-old Vietnamese man with compensated alcoholic cirrhosis, psoriasis, and gastroesophageal reflux disease presented with abdominal pain. He described a 2-week history of insidious, intermittent, dull right lower quadrant abdominal pain with radiation to ipsilateral flank. Decreased appetite, constipation, and partial adherence to lactulose were also reported. He was afebrile and hemodynamically stable. Physical examination was remarkable for cachexia, hypovolemia, and right lower quadrant abdominal and right costovertebral angle tenderness. Digital rectal examination was negative for stool content. Laboratory data showed leukocytosis (11.4 [4.4–10.7 × 10^9 cells/L]) with neutrophilia (75% [44–73%]), azotemia (blood urea nitrogen 22 [7–21 mg/dL], creatinine 1.3 [0.5–1.3 mg/dL]), hypokalemia (3 [3.5–5.1 mmol/L]), hyperglycemia (211 [74–106 mg/dL]), and pyuria (WBC 20–50 [0–2 cells/HPF]). Abdominal X-ray showed retained stool. After potassium replacement in the emergency department, outpatient follow-up was recommended.

Eleven days later, he was brought in due to lethargy, nausea, non-bilious non-bloody emesis, anorexia, and progressive diffuse abdominal pain. He remained afebrile with stable vitals. Physical examination was remarkable for cachexia and exacerbating right-sided abdominal and flank tenderness. Laboratory data showed leukocytosis (10.8 [4.4–10.7 × 10^9 cells/L]) with bandemia (17% [0–11%]), mild thrombocytopenia (130 [153–416 × 10^9 cells/L]), azotemia (BUN 26 [7–21 mg/dL], creatinine 1.2 [0.5–1.3 mg/dL]), hyperkalemia (5.6 [3.5–5.1 mmol/L]), anion gap metabolic
acidosis (16 [22–31 mmol/L]), hyperlactatemia (3.8 [0.7–2.1 mmol/L]), hypoalbuminemia (1.7 [3.4–5 g/dL]) with low prealbumin (<3.0 [20–40 mg/dL]), hyperammonemia (88 [<34 µmol/L]), and hyperglycemia (273 [74–106 mg/dL]). Hemoglobin A1c was elevated (10.8 [4.2–6.3%]), establishing a new diagnosis of diabetes mellitus (DM). Urinalysis showed persistent pyuria (WBC 20–50 [0–2 cells/HPF]). Prior urine culture was consistent with urogenital flora (<10,000 colony forming unit/mL).

Computerized tomography (CT) of abdomen and pelvis with contrast revealed a massive multiloculated right perinephric abscess (PA) arising from the lower pole and invading adjacent abdominal wall, measuring 15 × 10 × 11 cm. A second PA arising from the upper pole of the right kidney was also disclosed, measuring 4.6 × 2.7 × 7.8 cm (Figure 1). Intravenous vancomycin and piperacillin-tazobactam were initiated. A 12-French pigtail drainage catheter was placed into the first PA and a size 10-French was placed into the second. Partial defervescence ensued. The purulent output sent for culture grew GBS.

Repeat urine culture remained consistent with urogenital flora (<10,000 colony forming unit/mL). Blood culture was negative. Repeat CT showed a persistent multiloculated PA along the posteroinferior aspect of the right kidney. Paraspinal musculature involvement was seen, but magnetic resonance imaging of lumbar spine was without evidence of bone involvement. A third 12-French pigtail drainage catheter was inserted. Antimicrobial treatment was deescalated to intravenous ceftriaxone. A 4-week course leads to complete clinical recovery.

3. Discussion

Clinical manifestations of GBSI are diverse. Commonly associated conditions are DM, cirrhosis, immunosuppression, cerebrovascular accident, breast cancer, decubitus ulceration, and neurogenic bladder [13–18]. One study involving 19,512 patients revealed the presence of at least one risk factor in 88% of patients with GBSI [19]. Risk factors also seem to vary between younger and older adults (≥65 years). DM, malignancy, and skin disease were commonly encountered in younger adults, whereas cardiac disease, bedridden state, and nursing home residence were more frequently seen in older patients [20]. In contrast, nephrolithiasis and prior urologic surgery were strong independent risk factors for retroperitoneal abscesses (RPAs), according to one 26-year retrospective study [21]. Among invasive GBSI, PA/RPA has been much less described (Table 1).

The treatment of PA involves antimicrobial therapy and surgical drainage. For small abscesses (size ≤3 cm), successful medical treatment has been reported in a few cases [22,23]. Abscess size, obstructive uropathy, severe vesicoureteral reflux, gas-producing bacteria, DM, and old age have been associated with poor response to medical treatment [24,25]. In one study comprising of 65 patients, medical treatment alone was performed in only 9% and associated mortality rate reached 33% [26]. Multiple and multiloculated abscesses should undergo open surgical drainage [27]. However, successful percutaneous and laparoscopic-assisted drainage in multiloculated abscesses have been reported [11,12]. As a mere diagnostic tool, drainage appears to be fundamental in identifying GBS as the offending microorganism since urine and blood cultures show positive growth in less than half the cases [26]. Based on two retrospective studies, antibacterial drug selection has been stable over the years as GBS has remained susceptible to all penicillins and cephalosporins. Nonetheless, resistance to clindamycin has been increasing, up to 23% in one study [19,28–30].

Preventive strategies for GBSI in nonpregnant adults are evolving. Oral hygiene may potentially reduce invasive GBSI. GBS has been detected in
dental plaques at a higher rate in hospitalized and bedridden patients with swallowing or speech disorders [31]. Another study showed reduction of GBS health-care-associated pneumonia in patients undergoing daily oral hygiene [32]. Moreover, after promising Phase I trial, GBS conjugate vaccination in high-risk older adults may be possible [33].

Our case report is relevant for multiple reasons. It reinforces the association, though not well understood, between GBSI and DM. Abnormalities in phagocyte function and decreased intracellular killing have been identified in patients with DM [34,35]. Yet, when testing the function of neutrophils against type III GBS in vitro, an intrinsic defect in phagocytosis and killing was not observed [36]. Cirrhosis also plays a significant role in our case via its associated immunosuppression, but the pathogenesis again remains speculative [3]. Secondly, invasive GBSI may be race-dependent. Regardless of age, its incidence is higher in African-Americans than Caucasians (ratio of 2:1). A study with one of the highest burden of reported GBSI showed a more common occurrence in aboriginal Indian Ocean than Black descent [37]. The relative prevalence of GBSI in Asians compared to other races has not been described. In one recent Chinese study of 98 patients with PA, GBS was indeed not isolated [38]. Thirdly, we report successful use of percutaneous drainage to treat large multiloculated PA. This minimally invasive approach decreases morbidity associated with open surgical drainage, although some patients may still need more invasive treatment [12,39]. Finally, this case illustrates the destructive nature of GBSI, which remains speculative. Regardless of age, its incidence is higher in African-Americans than Caucasians (ratio of 2:1). A study with one of the highest burden of reported GBSI showed a more common occurrence in aboriginal Indian Ocean than Black descent [37]. The relative prevalence of GBSI in Asians compared to other races has not been described. In one recent Chinese study of 98 patients with PA, GBS was indeed not isolated [38].

Our case report is relevant for multiple reasons. It reinforces the association, though not well understood, between GBSI and DM. Abnormalities in phagocyte function and decreased intracellular killing have been identified in patients with DM [34,35]. Yet, when testing the function of neutrophils against type III GBS in vitro, an intrinsic defect in phagocytosis and killing was not observed [36]. Cirrhosis also plays a significant role in our case via its associated immunosuppression, but the pathogenesis again remains speculative [3]. Secondly, invasive GBSI may be race-dependent. Regardless of age, its incidence is higher in African-Americans than Caucasians (ratio of 2:1). A study with one of the highest burden of reported GBSI showed a more common occurrence in aboriginal Indian Ocean than Black descent [37]. The relative prevalence of GBSI in Asians compared to other races has not been described. In one recent Chinese study of 98 patients with PA, GBS was indeed not isolated [38]. Thirdly, we report successful use of percutaneous drainage to treat large multiloculated PA. This minimally invasive approach decreases morbidity associated with open surgical drainage, although some patients may still need more invasive treatment [12,39]. Finally, this case illustrates the destructive nature of GBSI, which is more recognized in other beta-hemolytic streptococcal infections, especially Group A.

Our case report is not without limitations. GBS serotyping was not obtained, as further molecular testing would have been meaningful. One study consisting of nonpregnant pediatric and adult patients found serotype V to be the most predominant (31%), followed by serotypes Ia (24%), II (12%), and III (12%) [2]. Older adults with GBS carriage are more likely to harbor serotype V [40]. GBS colonization rate in adults is estimated to be 22%. In our patient, rectal specimens were not collected. In fact, recurrent episodes of GBSI have been reported in up to 4% of carriers where the interval between episodes was 43 weeks on average [41].

4. Conclusion

GBSI impose significant morbidity and mortality in children and pregnant adults. In older adults, the estimated incidence has increased. Urinary GBSI, including PA, is rare. Immunosuppression related with DM and cirrhosis has been identified as an important contributing factor. The diagnostic modality of choice is culture of the abscess itself, as urine and blood cultures may remain negative. Along with administration of antimicrobials, successful treatment can be achieved using percutaneous drainage, avoiding open-laparotomy-related complications.
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